In ?2.11 we extend slightly a theorem due originally to J. Smillie: If an affine manifold M has a parallel k-form w representing a nonzero cohomology class, then the affine holonomy cannot factor through a group having real cohomological dimension less than k. In particular if M has a parallel volume form, then the real cohomological dimension (rcd) of its fundamental group is at least equal to its dimension.
? In ?2.13 we use earlier results to rule out the existence of any affine structure with parallel volume on a compact manifold of the form B x N, where N has finite fundamental group. If also the first Betti number of B is zero, then B x N has no affine structure whatsoever.
In ?2.14 we show that the affine holonomy of a compact manifold cannot factor through certain kinds of groups studied by Margulis. For example SL(n, Z), for n > 3, is not the fundamental group of any compact affine manifold.
The earlier sections contain a systematic development of certain topological notions related to affine manifolds. It is useful to begin with affine representations of groups. If a: G --Aff(E) is such a representation (where E = Rn), we call a radiant if a(G) fixes a point of E. The obstruction to a being radiant is a class
Ca E H'(G; EA), where X: G --GL(E) is the linear part of a. We call c< the radiance obstruction of a.
If -P is the fundamental group of a differentiable manifold M, then associated to an affine representation of ir is a flat affine bundle ( over M, and conversely. The radiance obstruction of a maps into a twisted 1-dimensional class on M, called c((), the radiance obstruction of (. The vanishing of c(() is equivalent to the bundle ( having a global flat section; or equivalently, to ( being isomorphic (qua flat affine bundle) to a flat vector bundle. When c(() = 0 we call ( a radiant bundle.
These radiance obstructions for bundles and representations are the subjects of ?1. In ?2 we commence the study of affine manifolds. The tangent vector bundle TM of an affine manifold M has a natural flat affine structure TaffM. The radiance obstruction CM of M is defined to be c(TaffM). Now TM also has a natural flat vector bundle structure. The latter is isomorphic qua flat bundle to TaffM precisely when CM = 0.
When CM = 0 we call M a radiant manifold. Geometrically this is equivalent to the existence of an atlas of affine charts whose coordinate changes are all linear.
These and other ideas are developed in ??2.1-2.5. The radiance obstruction CM was studied in the context of cohomology of groups in Hirsch [H] and in Fried, Goldman and Hirsch [FGH2] ; compare also [FGH1] .
In [GH3] the radiance obstruction will be examined in Lie algebra cohomology and in algebraic group cohomology, with further application to affine structures. 41) be a fibre bundle with total space E, base B, projection p: E --B, topological structure group G acting effectively on the standard fibre X, and structure atlas (D. To say that (D is an atlas means that (F is a set of homeomorphisms (D,: p Ui y-U, x X (indexed for convenience), where { U, } is an open cover of B. For x E U, define (Dix: p-'(x) --X by (Fi(y) = (x, 1, y). There are continuous transition maps gij: U, n UJ-G such that for x EL U, n UJ, the homeomorphism (D J-XF X --X coincides with the action of g,j(x). When G acts effectively on X we have, for x E UL n UJ n Uk, gij(x)gjk(x)gk,(
Holonomy of flat bundles. Let ( = (p, E, B, G, X,
= 1 E G (the identity element) and also gii(x) = 1. A structure atlas is a maximal atlas.
We call ( a flat bundle if G is a discrete group. In this case the transition maps are locally constant. There is then a subatlas whose transition maps g,j are constant, i.e., g,j E G. If G acts effectively we obtain a family { gij} of elements of G satisfying gjgikgki = 1 = gii. We call such a family a cocycle with values in G.
Suppose now that G is not necessarily discrete. Let G8 be the group G with the discrete topology. If ( is a bundle with structure group G, a flat structure on ( is a subatlas (D of the structure atlas (F such that (F0 is the structure atlas for a G" bundle. In other words, a flat structure on ( is determined by an atlas having locally constant transition maps. The same bundle can have many inequivalent flat structures.
Let ( It is readily proved that ( has a global flat section if and only if its structure group can be reduced to a subgroup fixing a point of X.
Suppose now that the flat bundle ( is a smooth bundle: E, B and X are manifolds, G acts on X by diffeomorphisms and the maps p, ei are smooth (we need only consider the C' case). Then there is a unique foliation J= Y(() of E obtained as follows: If (:,, U,) E (F and U, is connected, then I p -U, has as leaves the images of the flat sections over U,. These foliations induce the same foliation on p-L1U, n p-1UJ; thus J is well defined.
It is easy to see that each leaf L of 9, in its manifold topology, is a covering space of B via pIL: L --B; and the inclusion L --E is an immersion transverse to the fibres of (. g-'(b) ). There results a homomorphism h: ST G which depends on the choice of b and the choice of (0p, U,). If h': ST G is the homomorphism corresponding to different choices, then there exists a unique g E G such that h' is the composition of h with conjugation by g. By abuse of language we call h the holonomy of ,.
Conversely, every homomorphism h: ST -G determines a canonical flat bundle = q (h) with holonomy h: the total space E(nq) of q is the quotient of B x X by the diagonal action of -r. The leaves of the foliation Y(q) are the images in E(q) of the sets B x { x }. If h is the holonomy of (, then ( The resulting atlas { {i, U, } defines a vector bundle J= {q, E x R,GL(E x R),E x R, (}.
Evidently t is isomorphic as an affine bundle to the subbundle whose total space is E x {1); and the derived bundle (L is isomorphic as a vector bundle to the subbundle E x {O}. When t is flat so is iJ, and the holonomy of tj is the composition of the holonomy of t with the homomorphism J: Aff(E) --GL(E x R), J(f ): (x, t) -* (Ax + tb, t), where g(x) = Ax + b. Similarly J converts a cocycle for t to a cocycle for ('. 1.6. Affine spaces. For simplicity we took the standard fibre of an affine bundle to be a vector space. In a more puristic approach it would be an affine space, that is, a set together with a free transitive action on it by a vector group. While this approach seems unnecessarily elaborate, the notions of affine spaces and affine maps between them are occasionally useful. For each i let ai: U, be a flat section. If x E U, n U. let t,,(x) E (L be the translation of (x which takes si(x) to sj(x). Then t,, is a flat section of (LIUI n U,. This means t,, is a section of Mover Ui n UJ. 
It is easy to verify that csing(t) is intrinsically defined by (; the various choices made in its definition

It is not hard to verify that the collection { t,j} L
bi: U -* T"U,-U x E -E
is an immersion. Give U, the affine manifold structure induced from E by cs. Because TaN is a flat affine bundle, Ui n Uj inherits the same affine structure from Ui and U.. Thus to TaN and a we have associated an affine structure on N.
REMAkRK. An older approach to affine structures on manifolds is through the idea of a linear connection on TM (as in ?1.10) whose curvature and torsion vanish. The developing section is then viewed as an "integral" of the tensor which is the identity endomorphism of TM. This interpretation may be found in Matsushima [Mt] , where it is attributed to J. L. Koszul.
Developing maps. Let p: M --M be a universal covering of an affine manifold M modeled on E. We give M the induced affine structure (making p an affine map).
Let v denote the group of deck transformations of M.
A developing map for M is an affine immersion M --E.
The following basic result is well known; we include a proof for the reader's convenience. We call a homomorphism h as in (b) an affine holonomy homomorphism for M.
When M is given, h is uniquely determined up to a composition with an inner automorphism of Aff(E).
It is easy to see that an affine holonomy homomorphism for M is also a holonomy homomorphism for the flat affine bundle TaffM as defined in ?1.2.
We generally pretend the developing map is unique and denote it by dev: M -+ E. It is easy to prove (see e.g.
[GH2]) that there is a unique (constant) tensor tE on E which is related to t by dev; and tE is invariant under the induced action of A on tensors. Conversely, for any A-invariant tensor t' on E there is a unique parallel tensor t on M such that t' = tE (defined as above).
More generally any tensor s on M corresponds to a unique F-invariant tensor s' on dev(M) which is related by dev to the lift s of s to M. In particular if the components of s are given by polynomial maps E --R in local affine coordinates, then s' extends to a P-invariant polynomial tensor field on E. The following corollary is a basic principle which will be used throughout the rest of this work. This result can be used to rule out various groups from being the fundamental or holonomy groups of certain kinds of affine manifolds. For example, the fundamental group of a surface has rcd < 2. Therefore, it cannot be the fundamental or holonomy group of a compact manifold M with parallel volume if dim M > 2 (as is seen by taking w to be a volume form). 
